
 
 

 

 

FXPRIMUS Market Brief of the Week: More 
Stringent Rules to Curb Chinese Shadow Banking 

Activities May Come 

Singapore, Monday,  24 February 2014 – In FXPRIMUS’ Market Brief of The Week for 

24 February < http://Ez.com/xk52 >, the brokerage firm’s Senior Economist, Jimmy Zhu, 

looks at Chinese banking regulators’ comprehensive exercise in curbing shadow banking. 

Economic Insights  

Chinese Equities Slumped on Slowing Home Prices, Liquidities Withdrawal 

Chinese banking regulators have been carrying out a comprehensive examination on its 

wealth management products. The China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC) required 

banks in different provinces to provide solutions on ways to curb shadow banking activities. 

The cross-sector inspections intend to find out the root problem, even if it will get legal 

jurisdictions of the banks involved. 

 

Chinese lenders, including Agricultural Bank, Bank of Communications, China Merchants 

and Citic, suspended loans to developers for supplies and constructions until the end of 

March, or even longer according to news or rumours these days. This may make it harder for 

developers to refinance maturing bonds and trusts, which could create financial-system risks 

if there are any. Developers have 33.7 trillion Yuan of offshore bonds. About 6.6 trillion 

Yuan property trusts may mature in 2014. We know that this group of companies are very 

active in shadow banking sectors, supported by issuance of large amount of wealth 

management products.  

 

The People's Bank of China (PBOC) also redeemed 450 billion Yuan of reverse repos from 

banks last week, showing its determination to maintain stable Chinese money markets 

following January's 23% jump in new loans. The central bank injected the same amount of 

liquidity during previous two weeks. Reverse repos emerged as the PBOC's key policy tool in 

managing short-term market liquidity. From the reaction of money markets, investors did not 

view it negatively, as the 7-day repo rate recently dropped.  
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